
WARNHAM SOCIETY

105th Meeting of the Committee to be held at Sands on Monday 6th October 2003 at 

7.30 Please note earlier time (Coffee at 7.15)

AGENDA

1. Apologies for absence

2 Minutes of Meeting 104 (already circulated)

3 Matters arising from Meeting 104 (brief, as several matters are items for this meeting)

4 Treasurer’s report

5 Membership

6 Planning matters

7 A24 Daux to Capel Please read notes overleaf

8 Warnham Traffic Management Scheme - Progress Report

9 AGM & Autumn Meeting 23rd October (Details of arrangements, esp. setting up Hall) 

10 Structure of the Committees recruiting for the Committee

12 Correspondence

13 Any Other Business

14 Date of next Meeting (This should be shortly after the AGM)

PTO for notes 



Notes for the Committee Meeting 6th October 2003 

Dear All

Item 9 AGM. Thanks to contact via John Hamer we have a speaker for the Autumn Meeting. Julian

Humphrys is a historian and freelance lecturer who does much work for English Heritage. He is 

going to talk about his work and not on the structure and role of EH as an organisation.

We shall have to set up the Hall from scratch and will need to position chairs/tables and projector 

rather carefully it would be helpful if all members of the Committee could be at the Village Hall at 

7.00pm. Does any member of the committee possess a projector stand which they are willing to 

lend for the evening?

Following the successful social mingling, with wine and coffee, after the spring meeting, are you 

prepared to do the same following Julian Humphrys’ talk?

Item 10 

Committee 2003–04 Report on possible nominees. Brief discussion on roles, but this will 

need to be the - main discussion at the first Committee Meeting following the AGM

Item 7 A24 Daux to Capel. Each of the bodies forming the A24 Liaison Group (i.e. Warnham 

Parish Council, Kingsfold RA and the Warnham Society) has been contacted by David Hall, Project

Manager for the joint WSCC & SurreyCC A24 Daux to Capel Road Improvement Scheme. He asks

for comments on the route which it is proposed to put forward for public consultation

KRA have made comments, as have the Parish Council, following the meeting on 29th September. 

I have replied on behalf of the Warnham Society saying that we will comment following our meeting

on 6th October, so we need to have a full discussion on Monday.

After appraisals by the Counties’ Consultants, including environmental consultants, the 

recommended route is a modified version of the Blue Route for which funding was approved by 

GOSE last December and to which there was much public opposition. The proposal is for a single 

carriageway road, of minimum width (7.5 m), sweeping from Daux, across Andrews Farm to Little 

London Hill, then across the fields to a junction with Marches Road. It is marginally better than the 

original proposals, removing junction C at Bearsden, but retaining a sweep west of Kingsfold, with 

a junction at Marches Road. It should be possible to separate the present A24 from - the new 

route, but there are many unresolved problems of access to properties, cuttings, embankments, 

bridges, lighting etc. We need to look at maps of what is proposed, and make comment, but we will

need to decide whether /not we can support the proposed route at all.

A fuller explanation, with maps, will be available on Monday. 

Hope to see you then

Margaret 














